
Handheld Troubleshooting for DC31/DC34/DC34/DC44

Key Fact: Machine is not turning on at all. 

Yes

No Progress to Step 2

Slow Flash This is a lockout. Replace the BATTERY.

No Light Make sure the outlet is good and not switched

Quick Flashing Light Battery is too hot or too cold

No

Yes

Yes No & Doesn't Have flash Replace the BATTERY

Microswitch

no flash Replace the MAIN BODY

No & Has

Microswitch

Complaint: No Power/Not Turning on/Battery Not Holding a Charge/Trigger Broken

If outlet is good, replace CHARGER. If charger already 

received replace BATTERY

No light

Unplug from charger and 

have customer hold down 

trigger for about five seconds. 

MAIN BODY light is…

Check battery and main body contacts and make sure 

machine is assembled properly. Plug into charger if still 

no power

Take apart machine. Check that filter was in place. Try 

to run just main body and battery by pulling trigger and 

pressing microswitch

Re-assemble making sure filter in and main 

body and cyclone are fit together bottom 

first. If  still no power, replace MAIN BODY.

Replace the BATTERY. If battery already sent, replace 

MAIN BODY.

The unit is too hot/too cold. Overheating could be from 

a dirty filter or blockage.

Step 2:

Push the battery up into the main body. Does it turn on 

now? Does it turn on if the battery is taken out then put 

back in?

Quick Flashing Light

Push the battery up into the main body. Does it turn on 

now? Does it turn on if the battery is taken out then put 

back in?

Solid LED but unit NOT 

Powering on
Replace the MAIN BODY

Customer needs to charge unit. Return to step one to 

diagnose possible charger failures
Slow Flash (Low Battery)

Single Flash
Make sure that the customer is holding down the 

trigger for at least 5 seconds
When single flash confirmed-replace MAIN BODY

Solid (Charging)

On Then Off 

(Battery is charged)

If there is a microswitch on the machine, run 

overcharge troubleshooting.

If no microswitch on machine or problem persists, go to 

Step 2

Plug Unit into Charger. CHARGER 

Light is…

Step 1: Unplug and hold down trigger. Slow flashing light on 

main body?

Review charging procedures and have customer charge 

unit until light turns off.



Handheld Troubleshooting for DC31/DC34/DC34/DC44

Complaint: Unit Cuts Out/Battery Run Time Low/Intermittent Power

Key Fact: Machine is turning off before customer thinks it should. 

Yes There is a blockage in cleanerhead or wand

Yes Replace Main body

No

No Wash filter and check cyclone

Yes

No

Brushbar Spinning Related Issues (DC35, DC44, and Animal Variants)

No Damage

Replace wand only

Damage Replace any damaged pieces

Yes

No

Instruct on proper assembly. No parts needed

Does customer have all pieces put together correctly 

including main body and cyclone meeting at bottom?

Replace Cleanerhead Assembly. If customer 

already received cleanerhead, send main 

body.

Brushbar ALWAYS spins, even 

when trigger isn't pressed. (Or 

used to and now does not 

spin at all)

Replace MAIN BODY 

Only

Does Brush bar not spin on 

wand AND when attached 

directly to the main body?

Only attached to wand

Does not spin on both

Look for bent pins on Cleanerhead and wand or 

connector damage

Check pins and connectors. Replace any damaged 

pieces

Unit is shutting off before 

customer thinks it should 

Replace Battery. If Batt already sent, replace Main Body

If unit cuts out while on the phone, immediately have 

the customer push the battery in. Does it turn on?

If the unit has a microswitch, make sure that 

the filter is in place and pressing it properly. If 

no microswitch, go to NO POWER guide.

Take apart machine and run with just battery and main 

body. Does it still make the noise?

Remember: remove brushbar and look 

through neck on cleanerhead.

Check for slow flashing 

light on main body. (Low 

Batt) If customer has not 

cleaned filter in past 

month or is not charging 

for complete time, they 

will see a decrease in run 

time. 

Once that is ruled out, have customer turn on machine 

and pull battery from a couple different locations. Does 

it shut off?

Machine is PULSATING  or 

STRUGGLING when powered 

on.

This is almost always a 

BLOCKAGE

Does it happen only when the cleanerhead or wand is 

attached?


